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This history was compiled and edited by 

Lady Franca Donato 

 

With generous donations from 

Countess Eridani 

Syr Takamatsu 

Lady Heather Walkere. 

 

Special Note:  This is a first edition of the 

Shire of the Ruins History and is by no 

means complete.  Future editions are in 

the making. 
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TALEWINDS Volume 1, No. 12 December A.S. 

XVII 

--an excerpt from the Seneschal’s letter: 

―Now for some unpleasantness.  Following Inves-

titure in September, it was printed in Talewinds 

that slobs leaving a trashy site would have their 

names published.  So---in the back cabin area, 

two cabins were left a mess after Martinmas.  In 

Cabin 4 (unswept, some trash) were Alexander 

Mareschal, Rolf van Duerer, and Zubin.  In far 

worse shape was Cabin 9, with beer bottles, 

McDonalds’ bags and trash, and dirty underwear 

(also unswept)—Corwin Morgenstern, Edward 

O’Donovan, Galand Fox, Ulrich Geschwind, and 

Sabrina Ann Afton.  These latter people are new, 

members of the incipient Shire of the Ruins.  Still, 

there is no excuse for such behavior; trash doesn’t 

go away of itself, someone has to clean it up!‖   

Signed HL Siobhan ni Filidheacht 

 Seneschal 

The Shire’s history begins with a question of 

honor. 
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TALEWINDS  Volume 2, No. 2 February 

A.S. XVII  

FROM THE SENESCHAL OF TRI-

MARIS: 

 In her letter to the populace, Lady 
Siobhan made reference to site cabins 
left in trashy condition following Martin-
mas Moot. Recent information has led her 
to state publicly that the gentles from the 
Incipient Shire of the Ruins—Corwin 
Morgenstern, Edward O’Donovan, Galand 
Fox, Ulrich Geschwind, and Sabrina Ann 
Afton—were not responsible for the mess, 
which was left by previous inhabitants. 

Shire members were vindicated of any 
wrongdoing! 
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Shire of the Ruins Founded 

March 29, 1982 

 

Founding Officers 

Seneschal -Kragon Darkvale (Brent Wynn) 

Marshal, MOS - Ulrich Geschwind von Augsburg (Richard Young) 

Herald - Corwyn Morgenstern  (John Walker) 

MOA, Historian - Galland Fox (Douglas Partington) 

Exchequer -Edward O'Donovan (Pat Peters) 

Chirurgeon -Katrina Afton (Lettie Applebaum) 

 

Founding Members 

 

 Eiena Vanessa Bran Sheridan  (Pam Brosamer) 

 Darran Town  

    Argone Gallowglass (Ray Hatchett) 

    Oren Thornwald  (David Mitchell) 

    Sabrina Afton  (Jo Winesburg) 

    Rozella  (Kay Alexander) 

 Derrick MacTaggart (Paul Hilton) 

 Karen Grob 

 Richard Rowland 
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Shire of the Ruins Seneschals  

 

March 1982 AS XVII-----------------------Kragon Darkvale  

June 1984 ASXIX---------------------Corwyn Morgenstern* 

April 1985 ASXIX--------------------Amberlea Darkwillow 

May 1985 ASXX---------------------Lord Kragon Darkvale 

October 1988 AS XXIII-----------------------------------------

Lord Takamatsu Sadamitsu no Kami Tadiyoshi* 

October 1990 AS XXV-----------Lord Feargus Mac Bruce 

May 1993 AS XXVII------------------------Luchia Del Mar 

July 1994 AS XXIX-----------------HL Feargus Mac Bruce 

December 1998 AS XXXIII----------------Cecelia D’Este* 

April 2001 AS XXXV----------------------------Cindy Cook 

October 2002 AS XXXVII-----------Jacqueline Fayrchild* 

June 2004 AS XXXIX------------Lady Isabeau de Portier* 

July 2006 AS XLI----------------------------Eridani Aureas* 

May 2007 AS XLII-----Lady Aislinn Maida MacTiernan* 

June 2009 AS XLIV----------------------HL Ari Tyrbrandr* 

April 2011 AS XLV—————Herr Daniel von Hessen* 
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1983 

January 5, 1983—DEMO 

March 26, 1983—EVENT—Ruins Revel 

  1st Hero of the Ruins Lyst, Champion Lord Ulrich Geschwind 

von Augsburg 

 

May 13, 1983—DEMO—Carleton Palmer Elementary 

School 

May 25-28, 1983—EVENT—Trimaris Memorial Tourney 

August 7, 1983—PUBLICITY—Lakeland Ledger Feature 

August 21, 1983—DEMO—Christina Park 
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Hold for TMT flyer 

1st Kingdom Event 
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Lakeland Ledger Feature 

August 7, 1983 

By Susan Barbosa 

 

Welcome to the current Middle Ages.  It’s a steamy hot Sunday afternoon in the 

Shire of the Ruins (Polk County and Plant City), in the Principality of Trimaris 

(Florida), in the Kingdom of Meridies (Southeast United States). 

 

The lords and ladies gather in a garage in a south Lakeland home to tend to 

the business part of the meeting.  They adjourn to the lawn for some fight-to-

the-death sword-and-shield battle simulations. 

The real Middle Ages were the period between ancient and modern times—

roughly AD 475 to 1450.  The current Middle Ages started as a backyard 

tournament in the late 1960s with the formation of the Society for Creative 

Anachronism.  

The society is an internationally organized hobby.  Members are dedicated to 

education and to good times.  They’re engrossed in the arts, games, brew, cos-

tumes, customs, courtesy, cuisine, combat and camaraderie of medieval times. 

“We get more questions about the name than about what we do,” says Richard 

Young—Lord Ulrich der Gerschind von Augsburg, as he’s known to SCA friends.  

The SCA name means that when we are of our place in time.  Anachronism.  We 

don’t belong in the 20th century and our members represent people from such 

a long span of time and so many places it would be impossible for them, in re-

ality, to be together at the same time.  Creative is in the name because of that 

and because we make all our own stuff.   

According to Queen Carol’s Guide to the society:  “We recreate the Middle 

ages not as it was but as it should have been, doing away with the strife and 

pestilence and emulating the beauty, grace, chivalry, and brotherhood.” 

Members get together locally every other Sunday for meetings, to work on pro-

jects and to practice fighting.  And they gather often with folks from other shires 

at weekend long festivals and competitions. 
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Society gatherings provide an atmosphere where people interested in me-

dieval history can live their research. 

The year-old Shire of the Ruins chapter got its name because it was built on 

the ruins of two failed shires, one at Florida Southern College and one in 

Lithia, near Mulberry, say John “Corwyn Morgenstern” Walker, the shire’s 

herald.  The chapter has about 20 members ranging in age from 14 to 32. 

It’s an amusing, bemusing and sometimes confusing collection of companions 

united in an otherworldly preoccupation. 

“The SCA is a chance to take a vacation to a more simple time,” says Lord 

Ulrich.  “It’s a living classroom and a way to keep the time period from being 

forgotten.:  

Ulrich is the shire’s only official fighter.  He qualified by fighting eight warri-

ors.  Young chose Ulrich—a 15th century German mercenary—as the char-

acter he becomes at society events because of his own German ancestry and 

interest in the armor, weapons and art of that time.   

For this fight he start out wearing a SCA t-shirt and corduroy pants.  He 

buckles on kidney pads, then the steel leg harness—with built-in knee protec-

tors—that was made for him.  A red-padded jacket (gambisen) with stell re-

enforced elbows is next, followed by a neck collar—steel with light leather.  

The chain neckwear he puts on is more ornamental than protective since 

fighters don’t use steel weapons.  

A painter’s mask covers his head before he pulls on the foam-lined steel hel-

met.  Cloth gloves then gauntlets—armored gloves—complete the suiting up.  

His shield—plywood edged with a bicycle tire—strapped to his arm, Ulrich 

chooses a rattan weapon and is ready to meet his opponent. 

Hienrich Genae von Eisenbaus is Daid Mitchelle in the mundane world.  Both 

fighters are high school seniors, Hienrich in Plant City, Ulrich in Lakeland.   
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They meet under the shade of a tree, salute the nobility and each other, then 

commence the battle.  The sight and sound of rattan wapons bashing against 

shields and armor in the afternoon heat can—when combined with a consenting 

imagination—bring on a heady, time-warp sensation. 

The battle is fierce and swift.  Ulrich sustains a leg wound almost immediately 

and drops to one knee.  But Hienrich’s advantage is short-lived.  He loses a leg, 

then an arm, then is felled by a “fatal” blow to the face.  Hienrich calls Ulrich a 

good fighter with a random style that’s hard to predict. 

The battle lasts a few minutes.  The fighters rest then go at it again.  Society 

fighters are expected to behave as though the weapons are real.  They judge 

their own “injuries’ and act accordingly. 

“If you suit up right, are trained and in good shape, you won’t get hurt,” says 

Ulrich.  “The weapons are made of rattan and they’ll break before any bones 

will.  It takes a lot of training and we follow a lot of rules to keep us safe.  We 

warn people not to try this on their own.  It’s dangerous if you don’t know what 

you’re doing; it’s rewarding if you do.   

“We don’t glorify war,” says Ulrich.  “We know from reading history that was in 

the Middle Ages was hell.  For us it’s a sport We “kill” people but then we help 

them up, we go feast together, talk about what went wrong or right then go at 

it again another time.” 

Most fighters wear cone-shaped, 16-gauge steel helmets that deflect blows.  

They cost from $50 to $200. Fighters say they don’t feel the blows and that in-

juries are rare.  Hienrich says fighters have to have a style. 

“My mistake when I started was thinking all you had to do was get out there 

and swing a stick.”  He won one fight then lost every battle for the next two 

months.  Now he’s training with others, learning to be accurate, to gain speed 

and power.  And he started winning. 

“I realize you must draw the other fighter out.  Make them put the shield up to 

protect their face, then they can’t see and you can cripple the legs or something 

like that,” says Heinrich, whose other society interests include history, calligra-

phy and art.   
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The practice prepares fighters to represent the shire at competition.  They’re 

learning to throw good blows, to block effectively and to die flamboyantly. 

The fighters from this shire who do battle on Sunday afternoons may dress in 

armor and die flamboyantly but they’re not knights.  In the SCA, “knight” isn’t 

a word to be used casually.  All armor-wearing, weapon-bearing warriors 

aren’t knights.  Royalty is chosen by combat and “knight” is a title achieved by 

rising honorably through military ranks and taking a pledge of chivalrous con-

duct. 

Not all members are fighters or armor and weapons makers.   Archery, 

stained glass, calligraphy, costume making, historical research and other ac-

tivities attract emembers like Brent “Kragon Darkvale” Wynn, the seneschal , 

and Kay “Ariel deRossmont” Clark, the seamstress. 

The group encourages new members, says Corwyn, the herald.  But participa-

tion is required.  Personas and costumes aren’t essential at local meetings but 

are at festivals and events.   

Having a persona means creating a person who could have lived in the Mid-

dle Ages.  Members research a time or subject that interests them.  Then they 

choose a name, an occupation and a life story.  From then on— at all society 

events— they live that life, assume that social role and satisfy the require-

ments of that environment. 

“You study history closer when you’re creating a person who could have lived 

then.  It’s play acting on a large scale.  When we all get into our personas 

and Middle Ages manners, it’s live theater,”  says Ulrich.  “We re-enact the 

Middle Ages as authentically as it is safe to do.” 

That includes feasting.  Society feasts aren’t prepared in traditional medieval 

ways—food-preserving techniques and health standards have imporved since 

then—but members try to be true in menu selection and seasoning.  Cheese, 

fruit and bread are staples.  Most feasts include soup, one or two meats and 

rice.  Sometimes there is mushroom pate and ginger pear pie. 

Carbonated beverages are allowed but containers are kept out of sight. 
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Some members brew medieval brews for festivals.  Some drink a modern sub-

stitute, Dr. Pepper and Southern Comfort.   

And members don’t give up all modern conveniences when they recreate the 

Middle Ages: eye glasses, wristwatches and in-door bathrooms are among the 

modern things allowed. 

What’s the attraction to the ancient Middle Ages? 

“It’s the mystique,” say Kragon.  “Not much is know but what is known are 

thinds like knighthood, fighting men, the glory of war, dying horribly.” 

Pat “Edward O’Donovan” Peters says it’s the values—chilvary, honor, cour-

tesy—that attract him. 

His face flushed and dripping sweat he pulls off the yellow water ski vest and 

carpet pieces that are  part of his armor. 
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Domesday Report as Posted in the Kingdom History 

It has been a relatively quiet year in the Shire, if you don't 

count losing a small war with Wyvernwoode and Darkwater. We 

hosted the war and the Ruins Revel, both of which were one day 

revels.  

I have revived our Shire newsletter, the Ruins Record, after 

several years hiatus. Our membership has slowly grown, and I 

think that we have somewhere around 20 sustaining members.  

For 1988, we have several things planned. We have started 

to have regularly scheduled officer meetings on a monthly basis. 

On February 20th we will be repairing a small castle at a city 

park in Bartow. On March 26th, Wulfwynn and I will be married 

at an event hosted by the Shire and Cote de Vert. We hope to bid 

on one or two of the fighter or war collegiums this fall or winter. 

We also plan to prepare to bid for TMT in 1989. I hope to con-

tinue the slow, steady growth of 1987 and to use our freshly re-

vived Shire newsletter to maintain communication throughout 

our rather far-flung group. In Service to Society and Trimaris, 

Kragon 

Officers: 

Seneschal & Chronicler - Lord Kragon Darkvale 

Herald - Lord Takamatsu Tadayoshi 

Marshal & Exchequer - Lord Aeduard O'Donoghain 

Arts Officer – Aoife 

Science Officer – Alberron 

Historian - Lord Ulrich der Geschwind von Augsburg 
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1984 

March 24-25, 1984—DEMO— 

Magna Carta Demonstration, Tampa, Fl 

 The Barony of Wyvernwoode staged a series of demonstrations of 

SCA combat and medieval song and dance at the Tamps Museum in 

downtown Tampa.  The occasion was the final weekend of the Museum’s 

display of the Lincoln copy of the Magna Carta.  Nearly 20 SCA per-

sonnel participated during the two day event.  In addition to Wyvern-

woode gentles, folk from the Shires of Darkwater, the Ruins, and Glym-

merholde also participated.  Two canopies were erected in the rather 

constricted site between the to staircases leading up to the museum.  Pe-

riodic combats were held, with a bit of dancing and a lot of interaction 

with visitor on the topics of the 13th century and the SCA.  Flyers with 

information about the SCA were distributed.   

 In honor of the Magna Carts, circa 1215 garb was worn and 

equipment was kept as close to that period as possible.  During the 

course of the weekend some thousands of mundane visited the museum 

and were exposed to SCA presentations.  In addition to the downstairs 

activities, period songs were sung frequently by SCA personnel in the 

main lobby of the museum just outside the exhibit area where the 

Magna Carta was displayed.  The SCA participation in this major com-

munity event was a significant one, resulting in much favorable publicity 

and exposure.  Respectfully submitted Erich MFW von Rabenskalt und 

von Kampf, Historian, Wyvernwoode 

 

March 24-25, 1984—DEMO—Magna Carta, Tampa 

May 25-28, 1984—EVENT—TMT 
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May 25-28, 1984—EVENT— 

Trimaris Memorial Tourney/Sixth Coronet Lyst 

 The Shire of the Ruins presents the Trimaris Memorial 

Tourney/Sixth Coronet List at Camp Keystone. There will be a 

Carolingian Period wedding on Sunday between H.L. Michael 

Kennethson and Lady Anastasia von Anspach, as well as the 

Principality Auction.  

Event Steward- Lord Kragon Darkvale 

Feastcrat- Lady Jirel ni Cahil 

 

Tanist - Baldar Longstrider, Wyvernwoode 

Tanista - Ljudmilla of Koeigsburg, Wyvernwoode 

 

Princes’ Champion - Lord Joseph mac Joseph,  

 Sangre del Sol 

Princess' Champion - H.L. Ragnar Hardraada, Wyvern-

woode 

TMT Auction results - Thanks to our auctioneer, Lord 

Kragon Darkvale, as well as to Lady Katherine Angelique of 

Lightenhart and Lord Alexander Mareschal, their efforts and 

the populace's generosity in donations and bids brought in 

over $300.00 for the Principality coffers. 
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Knights have a choice of either of two types of weapons—a double-edged sword (actually a 

long piece of rattan that is padded on the ends) and a hand-held sword and shield. 

“The difference between us and a lot of other medieval organizations is that our fighting  is as 

spontaneous as kickboxing,” says Rogers.  “Places like King Henry’s Feast choreograph their 

fighting, but they fight with steel.  We fight with rattan.” 

The society’s sword fighting is similar to fencing.  But instead of piercing the heart, which is the 

goal in fencing.  Medieval sword fighters try to deliver fatal” blows to the body or to the head.  

They can also “wound” an opponent by striking arms or legs.  If that happens, the opponent 

cannot use the limb that has been hit. 

The swordsmen are protected by their armor or chain mail, much of which is 16-gauge steel or 

tempered aluminum.  Some protective suits can weigh 50 pounds or more.  An armor inspection 

precedes each battle. 

“there are minimum armor standards,”  says Rogers.  “The marshals come out and physically in-

spect all warriors and their weapons.  One reason we use rattan is because it’s soft.  And when 

it breaks there are no splinters.  You wrap tape around it so that if it does break, the tape will 

keep it together.” 

Scan photo 
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January 27, 1985—DEMO—Boswell Elementary School 

   Among those present were Jourin, Edward O’Donovan, 

and Sir Bytor. 

February 1, 1985—DEMO—Jewett Elementary School 

  Among those present were Jourin and Elizabeth Pem-

brook. 

November 15-17, 1985—EVENT—Ruins Revel 

 

 

1985 

Nov 15-17, 1985 ASXX—EVENT--Ruins Revel 

 The Shire of the Ruins presents Ruins Revel and 

the Hero of the Ruins List to be held at Highlands 

Hammock State Park near Sebring. Is there any in all 

of Trimaris who is skilled enough and strong enough to 

take Lord Ulrich's title and become the second Hero of 

the Ruins?  

Other activities shall include a dessert subtleties 

contest, a seneschal hunt, and a multi-media Phoenix 

art contest. Be forewarned that the site is tenting only 

and rather primitive.   Event Steward—Lord Kragon 

Darkvale 
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From a 1985 Doomsday Report posted in Trimarian His-

tory 

RUINS 

This is the Trimarian party shire. They have fun hav-

ing fun. A primarily male group, there are a number of 

fighters, and this is their primary non-party emphasis.  

They enjoy hosting large events, bidding on at least 

two each year and winning at least one of those bids. Al-

though a small group, with many imported ladies, the 

work force available is much larger.  

The seneschal's attitude is very low-key but his re-

port and those of his officers are almost always the first 

to arrive, rarely arriving even so late as the due date. Be-

cause of his able blending of relaxed atmosphere with re-

sponsibility, this seneschal has held the office for over 

four years with no complaints from his fellow shire mem-

bers.  

 They have an excellent track record concerning 

demos, and hold an annual fighter's collegium as a park 

demo for the many Christmas season tourists our King-

dom gets. That more time is spent in the revel after the 

eight-hour demos is only natural, and does much to im-

prove relations between the various groups represented 

when the fighter rivalry becomes a little intense. 
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1986 

May 23-25, 1986—EVENT—Trimaris Memorial Tourney 

November 15, 1986—EVENT—Ruins Revel 

 Hero of the Ruins Lyst 

December 22, 1986—DEMO—V-32 Lakeland’s Music Video Station  
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Domesday Report - Shire of the Ruins 

Once again, I'm please to report that the shire is alive and 

reasonably well. Our current membership is approximately 12 

sustaining members. Several of our people have lapsed, but 

swear that they will renew as soon as they can afford to. Also, 

we have several new prospects, so I'm hoping for an increase 

soon. 

We have held only one school demo this year; however, 

we participated in several Wyvernwoode and Shadowsea 

demos. We held one revel in March. Our best demo ever oc-

curred on 12-22 when we appeared for about an hour on a talk 

show on V-32, the Lakeland music video station. 

This year we hosted two events, TMT and the Ruins 

Revel. TMT had the largest turnout in Trimarian history, and 

also had the first banishment in Trimaris. The Ruins Revel and 

Hero of the Ruins List was the largest ever, had the first ever 

Trimiarian Court of Inquiry, and had the highest percent of peo-

ple attending without paying that I have ever seen. My treasurer 

still hasn't told me the total amount lost, but it doesn't look 

good. 

 For next year, we are doing another Ruins Revel, and per-

haps one or two larger events, possibly in conjunction with an-

other group. We also plan to do more school demos and hope-

fully another TV demo with V-32.   By Lord Kragon Darkvale,  


